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RISK AND REWARD OF AN OPERATIONAL MARINE CORPS RESERVE

To remain the Nation's force in readiness, the Marine Corps must continuously innovate.¹

—Marine Corps Vision and Strategy 2025

The active and reserve components of the Marine Corps have grown accustomed to working alongside each other over the past ten years. Reserve component (RC) Marines augmented the operating forces throughout the global war on terrorism (GWOT) and created a symbiotic relationship that is the backbone of the total force. The "War on Terrorism," named by the G.W. Bush administration, focused attention on the military element of national power and dismissed the other elements.² The other contributing efforts such as federal, state and local law enforcement agencies protecting the homeland; the international banking community assisting in tracking the monetary flow of terrorist organizations; and informing our Muslim allies of the false claims against democracy, were overlooked within the “War on Terrorism” moniker. There is a transition of the United States' strategic leaders disassociating the “War on Terrorism” as an actual war that aligns along a symmetric battlefield where large formations of opposing armor and personnel faced each other in a linear and somewhat organized fashion.³ I believe this is due to our senior leaders and governmental officials revised strategic view on terrorism as a global struggle against the enemies of freedom and civilization. Conflict in the 21st century will be never-ending and accented with an enemy who has random objectives and an asymmetric order of battle.⁴

This seemingly endless struggle is a recursive problem that the Marine Corps has battled on and off over the past 235 years of its existence. The recently published operational employment concept, The Long War: Send in the Marines, addresses the
future use of the Marine Corps as Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) reach termination criteria for a military end state.\(^5\) The reserve component’s participation within global contingencies over the past ten years has been a force multiplier for the Marine Corps total force construct.\(^6\) Participation on behalf of the reserve component in these contingencies made the Corps’ strategic reserve, operational.

A strategic reserve’s role is to augment and reinforce the active component during a major contingency. Members of this reserve force are mobilized for short duration in order to assist in a national crisis. This policy is essentially a break glass endeavor that provides additional personnel to the active component in times of war. At the conclusion of the national crisis the strategic reserve is demobilized and put back on the shelf in preparation for another event. The shelf time for the strategic reserve includes large periods on non-use.

The reserve component of the Marine Corps is a strategic reserve and has conducted sustained operations throughout the GWOT. The current reserve component is not structured for operations within a protracted engagement. World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and Operations Desert Shield / Storm are the types of contingencies that come to mind when the requirement of a strategic reserve is called upon. The operational reserve concept is currently written into the Department of Defense (DOD) policy Directive 1200.17, "Managing the Reserve Components as an Operational Force."\(^7\) The policy was further magnified within the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) Report, which emphasized the importance of a reserve component having the knowledge, skills, and abilities to serve in an operational capacity.
with available trained and equipped units for predictable and routine deployments. As costs are realized by the Armed Services in light of the looming budget cuts, a comprehensive role for the reserve component will have to be carved out in order to provide the needed structure for the total force. The Marine Corps of the 21st century will rely on the total force to address and deter future conflict that is global and seemingly exponential. The QDR further states that elements of the reserve component are essential to the Nation’s national strategy in preventing and deterring future conflict.

The events of 9/11 have shown to be a forcing function in making the Marine Corps’ sixty year old and antiquated strategic reserve system obsolete. The Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Amos’, March 1, 2011 report to the House Armed Services Committee on the posture of the United States Marine Corps specifically addressed the Marine Corps Reserve’s operational orientation and contribution to that construct:

- The transition in utilization of the Marine Corps Reserve from a strategic to operational reserve, as affirmed by the Marine Corps’ recent force structure review, expands the Corps’ ability to perform as America’s Expeditionary Force in Readiness.

- The Commandant of the Marine Corps has stated that the Marine Corps’ reserve component has transitioned to an operational reserve. The requirement to have an operational reserve entails an establishment of specific equipping, manning, and training levels in concert with associated budget increases. For the most part, the Marine Corps is leading the other service components in this realm however, the lead is attributed to economies of scale and not part of any deliberate effort to transition the
reserve component to an operational role. The active component of the Marine Corps is using the following guidance from the Secretary of Defense:

- “. . . to be at the “tip of the spear” in the future, when the U.S. military is likely to confront a range of irregular and hybrid conflicts.”
- “. . . the United States will continue to face a diverse range of threats that will require a more flexible portfolio of military capabilities.”
- “. . . flexible and prepared to fight and operate in any contingency – including counterinsurgency and stability operations.”
- “. . . the maritime soul of the Marine Corps needs to be preserved.”
- “. . . challenge is finding the right balance between preserving what is unique and valuable while making changes needed to win the wars we are in and likely to face.”
- “. . . the Marines’ greatest strengths: a broad portfolio of capabilities and penchant for adapting that are needed to be successful in any campaign.”

As the Marine Corps moves forward in implementing its Force Structure Review, the above guidance weighed substantially in reducing the active component end strength from 202,000 to 186,000. The reserve component will remain at 39,600. There are some drastic changes in the AC of the Marine Corps as a result of implementing the guidance of the Secretary of Defense; embracing the past and present customs, courtesies and traditions, while not hollowing out the organization to a point where readiness is lip service and not combat reality. To be clear, detachments through regimental headquarters will have their colors cased as the active component of the Marine Corps looks to transform into an efficient 21st Century middleweight force that is optimized for rapid crisis response while maintaining strategic mobility for a lethal application of combat power.
As the Secretary of the Navy further refined the role of the Marine Corps, the role of an operational reserve is firmly nested within the efforts of the active component to become a 21st century fighting force. The Guidance from the Secretary of the Navy is as follows:

- “... build on Marine Corp’s willingness to adapt and its steady institutional focus on readiness and national relevance.”
- “... conduct a capabilities-based force structure review that balances requirements and capacities throughout the conflict spectrum, across multiple domains (sea, air, ground, and cyber).”
- “... provide me with recommendations that result in a 21st century expeditionary force in readiness.”
- “... remain capable of being able to project ready-to-fight forces from the sea into potentially hostile territory.”
- “... must remain a well-trained, morally strong, highly disciplined, high-state-of-readiness force, capable of operating persistently forward in multiple geographic theaters; responding rapidly to any crisis.”
- “... primary goal should be to maximize total force capability and minimize risk.”
- “... rapidly disaggregate and aggregate to increase forward engagement, rapidly respond to crisis, and rapidly project power in austere locations.”
- “... provide options for headquarters and staff reductions and institutional efficiencies.”

The reserve component of the Marine Corps is an artifact of the cold war and potentially resistant to change. The greatest obstacle to change within an institution as storied as the Marine Corps will be institutional and will take a total force effort to develop a viable operational reserve that is interchangeable with the active component and integrated into a seamless fighting organization and not a doctrinal panacea.
Doctrine: The Way We Fight

The current reserve component is based on principles and planning considerations established in the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952 and the Total Force Policy issued by the Secretary of Defense in 1970. The current Commandant of the Marine Corps, in the below planning guidance, stated the Marine Corps responds to today’s crisis with today’s forces, today:

The Marine Corps is America’s Expeditionary Force in Readiness - a balanced air-ground-logistics team. We are forward-deployed and forward-engaged: shaping, training, deterring, and responding to all manner of crises and contingencies. We create options and decision space for our Nation’s leaders. Alert and ready, we respond to today’s crisis, with today’s force . . . TODAY. Responsive and scalable, we team with other services, allies and interagency partners. We enable and participate in joint and combined operations of any magnitude. A middleweight force, we are light enough to get there quickly, but heavy enough to carry the day upon arrival, and capable of operating independent of local infrastructure. We operate throughout the spectrum of threats - irregular, hybrid, conventional - or the shady areas where they overlap. Marines are ready to respond whenever the Nation calls . . . wherever the President may direct.18

The AC has made strides to ensure that the guidance of the Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Secretary of Defense, and Secretary of the Navy was followed and effectively carried out.19 In 1995, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, then General Krulak, stated the following in his guidance for the Marine Corps: " . . . there is only one Marine Corps - a Total Force Marine Corps. The days of two Marine Corps are gone . . . forever. Our active and reserve components will be broadly and seamlessly integrated, and indivisible as a balanced warfighting force. The full acceptance of this reality is critical to our future."20 As 2012 falls upon the Marine Corps, the reserve component could be seen as fighting today’s crisis with yesterday’s forces, today. Over a decade has passed since General Krulak gave guidance to the
AC and RC of the Marine Corps and the reserve component has not restructured its cold war strategic reserve posture.

The past 10 years of war generated an operational niche of reserve Marines. These Marines deployed in non-traditional roles as individual augments to fill billets on Marine Air Ground Task Forces, joint staffs, and numerous mentor training teams in support of OEF and OIF. The traditional use of reserve component units has a one to four utilization rate: that is one year of activation for every four years of training in order to prepare for another activation. The four year training period incorporates a yearly two week annual training event and a one weekend per month drilling event. That is the standard training requirement allotted for a strategic reserve.

The inherent risk within the reserve component training methodology is twofold. The minimal preparation time for an operational commitment either in combat or theater security cooperation limits the value that a unit or individual can contribute. In order to mitigate operational risk in the training the reserve component unit receives, the gaining force command will disaggregate the reserve component unit into sections, platoons, and companies and distribute amongst the active component forces. The distributed reserve component units will be attached to Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) headquarters units, Regimental Combat Teams, and active component Infantry Battalions. Reserve component battalion headquarters are rendered ineffective and the workup training that the unit spent at the intermediate location (ILOC) operating as a cohesive unit is wasted time, effort, and resources.

The second risk within the reserve component training doctrine is the opposite of not enough training. Reserve component Marines joined the reserves because they
realized it was not a full time requirement. Family life and civilian employment are the competing events of a citizen soldier. The extended training will take the reserve component Marine out of the standard training cycle and require a time commitment that may not be able to be met. Employers have supported reserve component Marines over the past 10 years through holding their jobs until the deployment ends and in a few cases augmenting their pay to support the hardship as many reserve Marines may receive less than what their civilian pay is. A delicate balance has to be sought between training and unit readiness. An overabundance of required training runs the risk of alienating the very Marines who provide the manning for the operational reserve. As the operational Marine Corps reserve is further developed, consideration for training risk whether not enough or too much is a significant consideration for employment. This consideration for a more robust use of the Marine Corps reserve component will have to result in new legislation that ultimately protects the reserve component Marine’s civilian employment while enabling participation in a well-trained operational reserve unit.

The active and reserve components have made great strides since General Krulak issued his guidance for the Marine Corps to become an integrated force. At the time of General Krulak’s guidance, the Marine Corps was in the midst of reducing its size from 199,000 to 172,000 (see Figure 2). That represents more than a 13% reduction in the active component end strength. During the period in which the Marine Corps reduced in size, officers that did not get augmented into the active component found a home in the reserve component. To get augmented during this period was extremely competitive. Many of the Captains and Lieutenants, who failed to augment in the active component then, are now General Officers and Colonels in the reserve
component. These strategic leaders of the reserve component are now called upon to retool the Marine Corps strategic reserve into an operational reserve. This is another risk the reserve component faces in retooling its current strategic structure due to the unfamiliarity of its strategic leaders with an operational concept.

Organization: How We Organize to Fight

The report of the Marine Corps’ 2010 Force Structure Review group has one specified task for the reserve component in increasing operational efficiency: place the reserve division, wing and logistics group headquarters in cadre status and eliminating the Mobilization Command headquarters by assimilating associated functions into Marine Forces Reserve (MFR) headquarters. As the reserve component strategic leaders work to operationalize the reserve component, careful consideration is required to ensure that undue risk is not created in the newly formed structure. Without developing a clearly defined direction the burgeoning reserve component strategic structure will not be able to meet the requirements of an operational reserve. The active component conducts a similar process within the tenants of the Joint Operational Planning Process (JOPP). The JOPP incorporates art and design while developing strategic guidance and objectives for the purpose of an enduring strategic concept for the sustained employment of military power in the accomplishment of national policy. In this case, the planning process to operationalize the reserve component will account for the guidance of the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Navy, and the Commandant of the Marine Corps. This should be done in order to develop a sustained organizational structure for the reserve component of the Marine Corps that is efficient, relevant, and operational.
Operational design has recursive components that require continuous assessment to codify the existing problem and determination of actions addressing that problem. At the onset in building operational design you must first frame the environment and define the problem. Putting the environment in an appropriate context and properly defining the problem is essential to solving the problem. As we look to the problem that the Marine Corps may have concerning operationalizing the reserve component, a synthesis has to be conducted on the guidance given by General Krulak in 1995, one Marine Corps. Are the Marines and units that comprise the RC and AC interchangeable in order to be plugged into a scalable MAGTF that is conducting security cooperation, or combat operations? Can Staff Non-Commissioned Officers and Senior Officers within the RC augment the five designated Joint Task Force (JTF) capable regionally aligned Marine Expeditionary Brigades (MEB) as directed in the Force Structure Review group? The risks that the reserve component faces in the above questions are similar to the previously listed training risks. There is a delicate balance that has to be reached in creating a reserve component Marine that is interchangeable in the active component at the individual and unit level. The time commitment required to train an operational reserve may be more than the individual Marines within the reserve component are willing and able to provide.

**Leadership and Education: How We Prepare our Leaders to Lead the Fight**

General George C. Marshall is reported to have stated the below after becoming the Chief of Staff of the Army shortly before World War II:

It became clear to me that at the age of 58 I would have to learn new tricks that were not taught in the military manuals or on the battlefield. In this position I am a political soldier and will have to put my training in rapping-out orders and making snap decisions on the back burner, and
have to learn the arts of persuasion and guile. I must become an expert in a whole new set of skills.  

The new set of skills that General Marshall and any leader operating at the strategic level have to obtain in order to facilitate success as a political soldier or strategic leader are grounded in vision, communication, and climate. Senior officers within the reserve component of the Marine Corps are strategic leaders and there is an exhaustive list of knowledge, skills, and abilities that they must possess in order to take the reserve component into the 21st century. The Department of the Army Field Manual (FM) 22-100, *Military Leadership*, dated August 1999 provides a listing of twenty-one competencies that are required of a strategic leader. Although each competency listed is vital, three of them stand out as core concepts that form the basis of strategic leadership; envisioning, communicating, and building. For the purposes of this analysis of the RC and preparing our senior leaders, I have categorized these three core competencies into vision, communication and climate. Vision, communication, and climate are the most important core competencies that senior leaders within the Marine Corps RC must master in order to make decisions and effectively align the organization of MFR within a constantly changing environment. This changing environment is one that takes the RC to an operational realm.

Strategic leadership in the 21st century will be in an environment that is volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA). There are three competencies within FM 22-100 that define leaders whether tactical, operational, or strategic, in terms of ‘Be, Know, and Do.’ By all accounts the strategic leader has to “Be, Know, and Do” everything. Being is about knowing yourself, how you display your values and attributes, and the example you set. Knowing involves the skills required to be a leader,
such as technical and tactical competency, while doing is about influencing, operating, and improving. These are simple definitions, but it is important to note that effective leaders at any level must be proficient at ‘Be, Know, and Do’ in order to be successful. A leader must subsume what I believe to be the three core concepts of vision, communication and climate from the trilogy in order to transcend the tactical and operational realm of decision making and execute at the strategic. This concept has to be injected into the Marine Forces Reserve organizational hierarchy.

While it is presumed that each officer within the RC attended The Basic School (TBS), the requirement for specified Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) training goes without saying. As a total force, the AC and RC should have the same educational and MOS training requirements throughout. The senior officers within the active component attend TBS, MOS school, career level school, intermediate level school, and top level school. Each school progression is commensurate with the Marine’s competence level and provides the active component an indication of the contribution that the Marine can make to the total force.

The reserve component has a divergent path with regards to ensuring the education of the officers within the organization. There is no requirement to attend any formal training or education beyond MOS school. Within the active component, progression through rank and responsibility goes in line with your training and formalized professional military education (PME). This education gives an officer the needed tools to provide vision, effectively communicate, and enable the right climate as a leader of an organization, whether tactical, operational, or strategic. In many cases the reserve component has optional education milestones for its officers. Although the
opportunity to attend PME exists, whether through distance education or resident training, many of the officers have not completed formalized PME and in many cases attempt to lead at the operational and strategic level with a tactical PME foundation and leadership skillset. This is a risk for the total force as the Marine Corps refines its end strength for the AC and the RC begins to assume a more pronounced operational role.

Figure 1. Reserve Component Utilization Status

During the past 10 years there have been many reserve component Marines that have actively participated in the global struggle against the enemies of freedom and civilization (see Figure 1). Throughout that time, those same reserve component Marines have been promoted and presumably assumed billets of greater responsibility. Another risk of an operational reserve is centered on the reserve component senior leaders that spent their formidable years in the Marine Corps cold war strategic reserve. Freeze-dried is a term that comes up frequently when an active component officer
describes a reserve component officer that has the rank of a strategic leader and the leadership capacity of a tactical officer. This phenomena occurs when an officer completes only TBS and MOS training yet he continues to get promoted and in some cases becomes a senior leader within the reserve component. The risk is inherent in General Marshall’s statement where he knows that he has to learn a new set of skills. When you are freeze-dried, your skill level is truncated at a specific point in your career and has not been seasoned to the tactical, operational, and strategic environments that have continued to evolve. The risk to an operational reserve in this instance lies with the RC senior leaders who were trained in a strategic reserve and are now attempting to lead and retool an operational reserve.

A senior leader in the RC has to have a platform in which there is a refinement of leadership skills and formalized training. Core leader competencies are the requirement that each reserve component officer should possess. The Army’s FM 6-22 dedicates an entire appendix to effectively define core leader competencies. This FM also defines leadership as influencing people by providing purpose, motivation, and direction while operating to accomplish the mission and improve the organization. Leadership is further broken down into goals that are derived from the previous definition. The three goals are listed as: 1) lead others, 2) develop the organization and its members, and 3) accomplish the mission. I believe that vision, communication and climate are firmly nested within these three goals.

Leading others requires a modest degree of influencing others. This influence requires that a vision be established to facilitate influence on members of the organization. Clear and concise communication is then required of the leader to
transmit the vision in a way that ensures members of the organization are fully vested, on board, and able to express the vision in deeds and action with or without oversight in the absence of further guidance. Finaly, the fabric that intertwines the first goal within the definition of leadership and its elements of the leader's vision, and how it is communicated, is climate. The sphere of influence or climate that is within an organization is centered on trust. This encompassing element provides the structural framework that enables a leader to guide an organization with the vision that has been communicated.

The second goal within the definition of leadership found in FM 6-22 is to develop the organization and its members. Again, the three core competencies of vision, communication and climate are nested within this portion of leadership. Vision, as a portion of this goal is aligned with the leader acknowledging responsibility for the organization followed by setting and maintaining realistic goals. Communication in this portion of leadership is essential. This is where the leader provides and encourages open and candid viewpoints that may have a contrarian view of the status quo within the organization. Communication within this goal also lets the organization know the difference between maintaining professional standards and a zero-defects mentality. Again, the fabric that supports this goal of leadership is climate. In order for the AC and RC to embrace the same climate within the total force concept, it is incumbent upon each component’s senior leaders to take the appropriate action that fosters individuals within the organization to work together while also displaying initiative. Healthy relationships that foster teamwork and build trust allow the leader in this area to involve
others in decisions while keeping them informed of the consequences of those actions.\(^{41}\)

The last goal within the definition of leadership found in FM 6-22 is to accomplish the mission. The three core competencies of vision, communication and climate are also nested within this portion of leadership. Within this goal, vision is demonstrated as the leader seeks, recognizes, and takes advantage of opportunities to improve performance.\(^{42}\) Communication within this goal is imperative as the leader is getting results by providing guidance and receiving feedback through a healthy interaction with individuals of the organization, specifically between the RC and AC.\(^{43}\) Climate within this goal is chronicled through the leader removing barriers that ultimately protect the organization from unnecessary tasks and distractions that may be internally or externally generated.\(^{44}\)

While FM 6-22 defines leadership with three specific goals, there is a requirement to elevate the essence of leadership as described within that field manual so that it has application within the strategic realm. It is also imperative that the connection of vision, communication, and climate be sewn into that definition and further realized and nested as core competencies of a strategic leader within the reserve component. In order to properly encapsulate the core competencies that a reserve component strategic leader must embrace, it is necessary to properly define the strategic leader within the context of the ‘Be, Know, and Do’ trilogy. Answering the following questions could define those strategic leader core competencies: “What does a strategic leader have to be?”, “What does a strategic leader have to know?”, and
“What does a strategic leader have to do?” General George Casey, the current Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, presented the following succinct definition:

Strategic leaders guide the achievement of their organizational vision within a larger enterprise by directing policy and strategy, building consensus, acquiring and allocating resources, influencing organizational culture, and shaping complex and ambiguous external environments. They lead by example to build effective organizations, grow the next generation of leaders, energize subordinates, seek opportunities to advance organizational goals, and balance personal and professional demands.45

Vision is the cornerstone of the strategic leader’s foundation. Chance, fog, chaos, and friction are all terms that Carl von Clausewitz, a 19th century Prussian theorist, applied in developing his theory of war. The VUCA environment is what students at the Army War College hear repeatedly.46 Descriptors of a VUCA environment and Clausewitz’s views on chance, fog, chaos, and friction both draw a distinct parallel that ignores time. The strategic leader description delivered by General Casey drives home an important point; the only constant is change and a vision that is scalable, adaptable, and feasible needs to navigate that change. One question that the total force of the Marine Corps has to answer is, “Can Marine Forces Reserve successfully navigate change from a strategic to operational reserve?” The strategic leaders within the AC and RC are in the process of developing a vision. The vision is mostly applicable to the active component as fiscal restraints become a reality throughout the Department of Defense (DOD).47 The ability of a strategic leader to provide vision that takes the VUCA environment into consideration is the most important core component of strategic leadership and this is what our AC and RC leaders will have to grasp in order to make the operational reserve a reality.
Throughout the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of organizations, a strategic leader’s vision will pierce each level. The medium in which this vision is conveyed is communication, while also having an organizational environment that is empowering, learning and allows open dialogue. John P. Kotter in his book, Leading Change, opens chapter 5, ‘Developing a Vision and Strategy’, with an analogy that codifies vision, communication, and climate expertly. In this analogy there are three groups of people eating lunch in a park. Someone in the first group stands up and tells the group to get up and follow me. That person begins to walk away and notices that only a few people within the group stood up. He stops and addresses the remainder of individuals who did not move and harshly tells them to get up and move now. In the second group someone stands and says, “We’re going to have to move. Here is the plan; each of us stands and moves in the direction of the apple tree; stay at least two feet away from the other groups; do not run; do not leave any personal belongings on the ground; do not stop at the base of the tree; and when we all get there . . .” In the third group someone alerts the others; “It is going to rain in a few minutes, why don’t we go over to the apple tree, sit, stay dry, and even have apples for lunch.”

Although the example most assuredly did not occur in VUCA environment, strong parallels for the core components of strategic leadership ring loud and clear. In the first group, authoritarian methods of follow me and do what I say because I said so, are empty and hollow at the strategic level. No vision was communicated and it seemed unlikely that anyone from the group would be accepted or allowed to do anything except get up and follow the designated group lead. The second group leader did communicate a vision, however, at the strategic level that type of climate is truly toxic,
not empowering, and open dialogue was not welcomed. The third group leader is an ideal example of a strategic leader that uses the core components of vision, communication and climate to provide far reaching direction in a changing environment; uses effective communication to inform the group; and fostered a climate that welcomed change. Each group member trusted the direction that they were moving in, and felt that input would be welcomed if required.

Synthesizing Kotter’s analogy to the reserve component highlights some additional risk of an operational reserve. The tactical level requires a modest degree of authoritarian leadership. Senior officers within the reserve component may display these characteristics due to compressed timelines, young staffs and inexperienced Staff Non-Commissioned Officers. Kotter’s second example displays a tendency that occurs at the operational level of leadership, micromanagement. Over eager staffs, disparate locations, and unity of purpose without unity of effort is the potential downfall. As the reserve component delves deeper in the operational efforts of the total force Marine Corps and greater portions of the RC are engaged within a security cooperation MAGTF or a special purpose MAGTF, oversight on the coordination, details, and resource management may be beyond the capacity of the reserve component leadership and the active component will have to take a more definitive role to ensure that the Marines are properly prepared for deployment, engagement, or combat.

Every strategic leader has to be aware of the core concepts that form the basis of strategic leadership; vision, communication and climate. This concept is conjoined with the, “Be, Know, and Do” trilogy; the definition of leadership; and General Casey’s definition of a strategic leader. The message that is eloquently nested in Kotter’s third
leadership analogy provides a view that reserve component strategic leaders need to become familiar with in order to mitigate the risk of a Marine Corps operational reserve. Vision, communication, and climate are the most important core competencies that the total force must ensure of the strategic leaders within the RC. When a clear path of accomplishing the above leadership components is objectively completed by reserve component strategic leaders, they will be able to make decisions and effectively align Marine Forces Reserve within the rapidly changing environment that all of the services operate in today.

Risk and Reward

The RC and AC have a unity of purpose within the construct of the Total Force Marine Corps. In the definition of the problem, the Marine Corps has to consider that the most efficient solution in an integrated, scalable, and competent operational reserve is beyond the organizational capacity of the current 60 year old Marine Forces Reserve structure. The Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Amos, detailed the below as a description of the Total Force Marine Corps:

Scalable and Task organized; at the front door of conflict and crisis, we possess the finesse the training and the tools to knock at the door diplomatically, pick the lock skillfully or kick it in violently.51

Figure 2 defines the sweet spot for the Marine Corps’ missions and how we seek to tailor and design our force. An operational reserve component reduces risk for the total force through augmentation throughout the spectrum of the Corps’ assigned roles and missions.
The reward of an operational Marine Corps reserve component gives the institution a majority ownership of a niche of warfare that the Army finds too costly and the other services are not manned and equipped to handle. Readiness is a stronghold that the Marine Corps holds dearly. Application of readiness to personnel and equipment requires a doctrine and organizational structure that can be tailored to any conflict at any time, and anywhere. Having a reserve component that is sound in all manner of warfare and can operate independent of a pronounced active component presence at the start of planning through execution is optimal for the total force Marine Corps. A few of the risks in having an operational Marine Corps reserve component within the total force structure can be mitigated by placing increased standards for promotion and billet assignments on the reserve component as is done for the active component.
A monitor does not exist in the reserves to assist in managing the billet requirements that a reserve component officer fills. A reserve component officer manages his career through networking and applying to active component advertisements for billet requirements. In essence there is no quality control of reserve component personnel to fill billets whether tactical, operational, or strategic. If there is no suitable reserve component Marine to fill the requirement, then an active component Marine has to take that responsibility or gap the billet. To continue promoting mediocrity and placing freeze-dried lieutenants in the role of strategic leaders will further hamper the operational reserve concept that the Corps seeks to have success in and also eliminate the two Marine Corps that exist. Organizational transformation in restructuring its existing Cold War strategic reserve component into a streamlined operational reserve component will provide a partial reward sought from a flexible and lethal force that is integrated, scalable, and competent.

There is the risk of too many requirements that can be levied on the individual Marine. RC Marines are faced with additional challenges that AC Marines don’t need to consider. The time requirement for training, deployment, combat, family readiness and civilian employment are competing interests that weigh heavily on the decision of a reserve component Marine to continue meeting an operational reserve demand requirement. There is an optimal balance for the enterprise and the individual reserve Marine and that balance has to be met in order to realize the reward of an operational reserve. The balance is between a RC force used to augment and supplement the AC throughout the year, regardless of conflict or duration; RC forces that are used for theater security cooperation, exercise support and enhancement, and rotational
deployments akin to the unit deployment program (UDP); and RC forces used for scheduled commitments through crisis response in support of America’s National and Military Security Strategies.

The risks of an operational reserve can be overcome with policy and legislative changes in how we use the reserve component, policy and legislative changes in how we account for reserve component pay and participation, and most importantly, policy and legislative changes that provide comprehensive protection of the reserve component Marine’s civilian employment. The AC and RC form the air, ground, and logistics enterprise that is total force of the Marine Corps. The global war on terror produced a reserve component that is seasoned and created a symbiotic relationship of the total force that will guide the enterprise well within the 21st century. The reward of an operational reserve can be realized by the Marine Corps through developing a laser like focus on the aforementioned policy recommendations to further expand upon the synergy that exists in today’s expeditionary force in readiness.
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